II. PARTICLE FILTER ALGORITHM
Particle filter is used for effective object tracking and hence for motion detection in image sequences extracted from video frames. Particle filter uses a color particle that is displayed on the object. For tracking the object using particle filter we concentrate on the color particles in the detected foreground object.
The advantage of particle filter over other types of filters such as Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman Filter, etc. is that it allows for a state space representation of any distribution. The Particle Filter also allows for non-linear, non-Gaussian models and processes. Particle Filter is concerned with the problem of tracking single or multiple objects. [2] III. CAMSHIFT ALGORITHM The CAMShift (Continuously Adaptive MeanShift) is an important algorithm for motion detection based on the color histogram. The CAMShift algorithm works by finding the mode of a probability distribution map within a search window and it iteratively updates the position and size of the window until the convergence is met. The algorithm boasts of high performance in a simple environment where the color distribution is constant. CAMShift algorithm is frequently used for object tracking in video surveillance, which has a good realtime performance. Firstly, the moving object can be obtained by background subtraction and frame differences method, then the location of extracted moving target will be taken as the initial search window for the CAMShift algorithm, and finally the automatic tracking of the moving target can be realized [3] .
Steps for CAMShift Algorithm: The CAMShift algorithm can be summarized in the following steps [3] : (1) Initialize the search window. (2) Calculate the color probability distribution of the search window (back projection). (3) Run Meanshift algorithm, obtain the new size and position of the search window. (4) Re-initialize the size and position of the search window in the next frame of video image by using the value that calculated in step (3), and jump to step (2) to proceed.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The two algorithms are used and tested for the performance parameters such as track loss rate and elapsed time. Two videos are taken as reference videos and the intensity is varied by 5% each time and results are noted for original video and video with intensity variation. The intensity variation of first video is noted as A i and that of second as B i as below: 
